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UVS International invites you to travel differently, in a solidary way in order to help the population of Sri Lanka.

With its 20 million inhabitants, the island of Sri Lanka used to be a strategic axis in Antiquity and spices business. Now, it is well-known for its 
symbolic landscapes: rice fields and mesmerizing green plantations of tea or even the secrets and mysteries about ancient cities immersed 
in the tropical forest.

You’ll be able to see leopard and elephants, powerful animals from religious Buddhist legends but also monkeys and multicolored birds. You’ll 
have the opportunity to discover the wealth and plurality of Sri Lankan fauna and flora but also the cultural plurality of a nation still impacted 
by its colonial past. Thus, the escape will be complete! Get your senses ready because they will be pushed to their limits!



Between July the 06th and 20th 2019
Dates might change from one or two days depending on the flights available at this moment. 
But the trip will be organized between July 6th and 20th 2019.

1 - DATE

Any individual who is 18 years of age or older can participate.
Under this age, people must be accompanied but will only be accepted from 14 years old.

2 - CONCERNED PUBLIC

The solidary travelers’ group will be composed of 20 people. The first people to register will have 
the priority and then a waiting list will be done, according to the reservations rank.

3 - AVAILABLE PLACES

RENOVATION SPORT ACTIVITIES LOCAL LIVING CULTURAL EXCURSIONS



A 700€ deposit is asked to every solidary traveler at the registration (payment can be 
made by bank transfer or check to the order of UNIS VERS le SPORT association). It must 
be sent with the registration form and a copy of the passport in order to validate the pro-
cess.

The balance of the solidary trip total amount must be paid before March 1st 2019.

5 - RESERVATION CONDITIONS

A 1400€ donation to the association UNIS VERS le SPORT. The association will 
give you a tax receipt that will enable you to reduce it from 66%.
Thus, a 462€ actual cost..

It is included :
- Train ticket
- Plane ticket
- Visa
- local transportation
- Accommodation
- Food
- Mineral water
- Involvement in the School’s work
- Cultural excursions

4 - PRICE



7 - INSURANCE AND HEALTH

Each traveler will have to give a personal civil liability insurance attestation and also 
a medical certification proving he/she has no contraindication with the involvement 
in such a trip.

8 - ACCOMODATION AND FOOD

Travelers will stay with locals, in pairs, close to the school work.
Every meal, except those during cultural excursions, will be taken with host families. 

Till one month before the departure :
return of the part of the amount already paid, af-
ter deduction of the amount committed by UVS 
International.

From one month before the departure :
no refunding available

6 - CANCELLATION CONDITIONS

No vaccine is imposed in order to go to Sri Lanka. These issues might be discussed 
during trip preparatory meetings.



9 - MODEL CURRICULUM

Days will be devoted to the work realization.
Mornings will be devoted to the sporting and cultural activities with the pupils, members of the group will be involved in shifts.
Specific times (day or half-a-day) will be devoted to the cultural visits. 
You will be given a precise program at the departure.

10 - INFORMATION MEETINGS

Information meetings will be organized with solidary travelers:
-  In Alsace for the participants living in the region (place and date to be determined)
-  By telephone or Skype for the participants outside Alsace region

More informations about the trip :
voyages@uvsinternational.com
Phone : (+33) 3.88.16.20.19   /   (+33) 7.61.31.81.97

Watch (again) the clip of one of our trips in 
Sri Lanka and discover what an UNIS VERS le 
SPORT solidary is all about!
Click on the picture!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILkjVXTZMwA
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